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Today’s Topics
• Questions/Comments?
• Continue Python review

– Dictionaries
– Object-oriented python
– Writing our own classes (creating our own 

data types)



Let’s write some code that reads 
and writes files

• Also I’ll show 
for ___ in ___:  
usage with files



More about dictionaries
• { } with key value pairs separated by , and each key separated by a : from it’s 

associated value
• e.g. mydict = {‘ace’:1, ‘king’:10}
• [] can be used to add to a dictionary

– e.g.  mydict[‘jack’] = 10
– will add ‘jack’:10 to the dictionary

• [] vs. get
– get is used to search if a key exists in dictionary – returns the value if key 

is found or None
• The value can be interpreted as True and the None can be interpreted 

as False
– [] on a dictionary gets the value associated with the key inside the [], 

KeyError happens if not in dictionary 

• Looping through a dictionary e.g.:
for word in worddict:
    print(word, worddict[word])



Exercise
• Let’s utilize all that to read a file of text and count 

how many words there are in that file total.  And let’s 
count how many instances of each individual word 
there is.

• Suppose you had this string handy:
• “ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ”
• Think about how you could use it to determine if a 

word was capitalized



class
• Recall what a type is in Python.  e.g. str is a type for 

string data, int is a type for integer data and so on.
• Python allows programmers to define their own type 

by creating a class.
• Let’s look at the str class (which is built in to Python) 

to get a sense of the kinds of things it contains (data 
and methods that work on that data).

– help(str)



class
• Think of a class as containing

– Data (aka instance variables)
– Methods (functions that work on one or more 

instance variables)
• An object is an instance of a class.
• Example:

word = ‘Skidmore’
another_word = ‘College’

• word and another_word are both objects (aka 
instances) of the class str.



class
• Instance variables are usually nouns and methods are 

usually verbs.
• Let’s think of some reasonable instance variables and 

methods for the following classes:
– Rectangle
– TextBook
– Fraction



class
• To allow a class to have objects created of that class type (that 

is to be an instantiable class) a special method called the 
constructor should be defined.

def __init__(self)
• Can have more parameters but self should be first.
• Instance variables are preceded by self. within methods of the 

class.
• The __init__ method is called automatically when instantiating 

an object of a class type.
• e.g. __init__ in str class is called when we do:
word = ‘Skidmore’
• Or more explicitly:
another_word = str(‘College’)



class
• Whatever variables you assign to with self. before 

them, inside the __init__ method, those are the 
instance variables for the class.  e.g.  this line in the 
__init__ method: 

self.__rank = rank

creates __rank an instance variable.



class
• Instance variables that start with __ (two underscores) 

are private.  Instance variables that start with no 
underscores are public.

• The effect of private instance variable are they cannot 
be referenced via an object.  Public instance variables 
may be referenced via an object.

• Let me show you the effect of private vs. public when 
we create a Card class.
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Special methods / operator 
overloading

• Some special methods in classes
– __str__    --- gets called by str(__)
– __eq__    --- overloads the == operator
– __gt__
– __lt__
– __ge__
– __le__



class
• Let’s define a class that represents a Card.
• Then let’s create Card objects in a program and use 

them.
• What instance variables make sense to store to 

represent a playing card?
• Let’s overload the <, > and == operators.



class
• Let’s compare two Card objects using <, >, and == in 

a program.
• Then lets create a Deck class.



class
• What instance variables and methods should be in the  

Deck class?



class
• What instance variables and methods should be in the  

Deck class?
– Instance variables: list of Card objects
– Methods: shuffle, cut, deal
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